Birth Cards:
Tens

You have an indication of the nature of Tens by noticing that they show a One first. This
makes them related to Aces and they share similar qualities with them. This is
significant because like the Aces, Tens have a lot of motivation. They are ambitious.
Furthermore, as with Aces, Tens can be very selfish and egotistical. For further
evidence note that all Tens have at least one Ace in a significant place in their Life
Spread. Aces cause the Tens to be soul searchers for their entire lives. They turn
inward to find reasons and answers for the main questions in life. The Ten may not pay
much attention to things around them. To some Tens might appear selfish because they
look at their own emotions, concepts, needs and wants. Tens know they are selfish
sometimes and thus they must come to terms with this. This is the case that they are
truly and deeply selfish and is selfishness immoral. It is possible that selfishness can be
good. Perhaps they can balance their needs and the needs of other people. These
notions must be answered individually. Let us look at the fact that there is a Zero after
the One. What does it represent? The Ten has double Fives just like the Eight has
double Fours. Five is the experience number and therefore the Ten per-son has a large
amount of experience they can use to be successful and happy. Zero indicates the
experience of completing an important evolutionary cycle; one that runs across the Ace
right through the Nine and finally the Ten. Here a new cycle begins but in the new cycle,
there will be all of the knowledge that was attained in the earlier cycle. This explains
why Tens have such an aptitude for have a successful life. There is always a possibility
of success for Tens if that is what they want. Their suit will tell us the main area of their
wisdom and success in this lifetime. The Ten of Hearts has excellent interpersonal
relationship skills. The Ten of Clubs is knowledgeable and wants to share it. The Ten of
Diamonds is great with businesses of any size. The Ten of Spades is motivated and can
accomplish anything they set their minds to. Tens are hard workers and unlike the
Aces, they do not have much to learn to be successful. They do enjoy learning and
exploring new ideas, but already have a great deal of experience. This is especially true
of things they want to apply to their jobs. The Zero portion of the Ten is related to the
Joker. It is interesting to note that the Joker has no personal identity and this makes it
unique in the deck. A Joker’s identity is on loan from other cards and can morph into
whatever card it wants to for any period of time. The Ten person is capable of this
transformation to a degree. For example, their persona has the One through the Nine
already. They are perfectly capable of using these numbers at any time. Being
obsessive is the negative aspect of being a Ten if that is something about their suit.

